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November 30, 2020 
 
PREMIUM MACHINING SOLUTIONS LTD. 
440 Tapscott Road, Unit 15 
Scarborough, Ontario M1B 1Y4 
 
Attention: Mr. Douglas Zelaya 
 

KEN FOCUS 5-2022 HIGH SPEED DOUBLE COLUMN BRIDGE TYPE 5-AXIS MACHINING CENTRE 
 

Dear Douglas, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to quote the KEN FOCUS 5-2022 HIGH SPEED DOUBLE COLUMN BRIDGE TYPE 
5-AXIS MACHINING CENTRE for your facilities in Scarborough, Ontario. 
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MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS 
 
TRAVEL 
X/Y/Z-axis travel type     linear motor / linear motor / dual ball screw 
X-axis       2200mm 
Y-axis       2000mm 
Z-axis       1000mm 
 
TABLE 
Distance between spindle nose and table top  -150 to +850mm 
Distance between columns    1650mm 
Table size      1300 x 2200mm 
T-slot width      18mm 
Maximum load capacity     4000kg 
 
TCH-L13 (EVO) SIDE TYPE 2-AXIS MILLING HEAD 
(MACHINE OPTION “A”) 
Rotation speed A/C axis     50/50 rpm 
Maximum acceleration A/C axis    30/30rad per sec2 
Maximum swivel torque A/C axis   312/447Nm 
Clamping torque A/C axis    2000/2000Nm 
Measuring resolution A/C axis    ±3 arc.sec. 
Rotation angle A-axis     ±105° 
Rotation angle C-axis     ±250° 
Spindle tool shank     HSK-A63 
Spindle power S1-100% (S6-40%)   28kW (33kW) 
Spindle torque S1-100% (S6-40%)   39Nm (56Nm) 
Maximum speed     24,000 rpm 
 
TCH-19(A63)S FORK TYPE 2-AXIS MILLING HEAD 
(MACHINE OPTION “B”) 
Rotation speed A/C axis     50/50 rpm 
Maximum acceleration A/C axis    30/30rad per sec2 
Maximum swivel torque A/C axis   1100/900Nm 
Clamping torque A/C axis    4000/4000Nm 
Measuring resolution A/C axis    ±3 arc.sec. 
Rotation angle A-axis     ±100° 
Rotation angle C-axis     ±240° 
Spindle tool shank     HSK-A63 
Spindle power S1-100% (S6-40%)   42kW (55kW) 
Spindle torque S1-100% (S6-40%)   67Nm (87Nm) 
Maximum speed     24,000 rpm 
 
FEED RATE 
X/Y/Z axis rapid feed rate    60/60/48m per minute 
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AUTOMATIC TOOL CHANGER 
Tool shank      HSK-A63 
Number of tool pockets     60 
Maximum tool diameter    80mm 
Maximum tool length     300mm 
Maximum tool weight     8kg 
 
STANDARD & INCLUDED EQUIPMENT 

- Heidenhain iTNC-640 X, Y, Z, B, C continuous 5-axis closed loop control with: 
o 15” colour LCD screen 
o hard disk ≥ 30RAPID memory ≥ 512MB user memory area ≥ 26RAPID 
o USB interface, 10/100M adaptive network card, network data transmission 
o hand held portable operation panel including electronic handwheel + auxiliary shortcuts 
o with the function of drilling, boring, reaming, tapping, milling and other fixed loops 
o forward looking function 
o sample interpolation function 
o Heidenhain HR520 hand wheel 
o Heidenhain GPS (Global Program Settings) hand wheel function 
o Heidenhain KinematicsOpt automatic kinematics compensation system 

- European 2-axis side type milling head TCH-L13 (EVO) (Italy: Technai) for Machine Option “A” 
- European 2-axis fork type milling head TCH-L19 (A63) (Italy: Technai) for Machine Option “B” 
- European spindle HSK-A63 24000 rpm (Swiss: IBAG) 
- HSK-A63 60 station tool magazine 
- X/Y axis linear motor direct drive (Germany: Bosch Rexroth) 
- Z-axis by servo motor dual ball screw drive (ball screw: Hiwin)(servo motor: Heidenhain) 
- six (6) roller linear guide ways (X/Y/Z axis each 2)(Germany: Bosch Rexroth) 
- three (3) Heidenhain linear scales (X/Y/Z axis each 1) 
- electrical cabinet temperature control device (Taiwan: Hubble) 
- X/Y axis linear motor and milling head direct drive motor cooler (Taiwan: Hubble) 
- cutting oil-mist device 
- spiral type chip conveyor and rear type chip conveyor with car 
- front work door safety interlock 
- waterproof work light 
- machine all zero, parts and a variety of instrumentation unit of measurement used in all meta 

international System of Units (SI) standards 
- complete workspace safety guarding according to ISO 12100-1 & 2-1992 
- electrical cabinet with a variety of electrical protection, filtration and ventilation components 

and air conditioning systems 
- standard machine colour 
- Blum touch probe work piece measuring system 
- Blum laser tool measuring system 
- 20bar through the spindle coolant system 
- voltage stabilizer 
- transformer 
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INCLUDED FILES 
- foundation plan 
- operation manual 
- programming manual 
- circuit diagram 
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WORKING AREA WITH TCH-L13 (EVO) SIDE TYPE 2-AXIS MILLING HEAD 
(MACHINE OPTION “A”): 
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MACHINE LAY-OUT WITH TCH-L13 (EVO) SIDE TYPE 2-AXIS MILLING HEAD 
(MACHINE OPTION “A”): 
L = 7959mm / W = 4780mm / H = 4709mm 
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WORKING AREA WITH TCH-19 (A63)S SIDE TYPE 2-AXIS MILLING HEAD 
(MACHINE OPTION “B”): 
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MACHINE LAY-OUT WITH TCH-19 (A63)S SIDE TYPE 2-AXIS MILLING HEAD 
(MACHINE OPTION “B”): 
L =6860mm / W = 4948mm / H = 4709mm 
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MACHINE FEATURES WITH LINEAR MOTOR DRIVE 

- one-piece base and column with high rigidity for the best structural rigidity and stability for 
high speed machining 

- mechanical structure is optimized by finite element analysis and structural design to meet the 
requirements of high speed machining with high rigidity and light weight performance 

- European components of high speed movement and resistance free heavy duty roller linear 
guide ways can achieve excellent high speed machining of dynamic characteristics with 
durability 

- X/Y axes use a linear motor direct drive system and Z axis a servo motor dual ball screw drive 
system for best acceleration/deceleration to enhance the processing efficiency and quality 

- A/C axes use European manufactured torque motors to increase the acceleration and 
guarantee accuracy due to the lack of wear ‘n tear 

- the European spindle can reach 24,000 rpm / 33kW / 56Nm with the TCH-L13 side type 2-axis 
milling head and 24,000 rpm / 65kW / 87Nm with the TCH-L19(EVO)S  fork type 2-axis milling 
head 

- applicable for aerospace structural components and automotive plastic injection core molds 
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RIGID STRUCTURE 
- the European design offers the complete optimization analysis with 0.5G acceleration / 

deceleration for high quality surface requirements 
- the 2m Y-axis optimized design offers high rigidity for mobile responsiveness 
- the one-piece base and column offers high rigidity for best structural rigidity and stability 

suitable for high speed machining 
- the machine castings and welded components assure stress elimination for long term 

accuracy and stability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRIVE MODE & LINEAR MOTOR  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADVANTAGES 
- two axis (X/Y) using linear motor direct drives to reach high acceleration/deceleration to 

improve the efficiency and stability of 3d machining quality 
- direct transmission 
- no back lash and wear ‘n tear 
- high dynamic response 
- high speed & accuracy 
- rapid feedrate of 60m/minute 
- the X-axis is supported by the left and right column with roller guide ways on each side with 

three carriages per side to increase rigidity + excellent accuracy 
- the column for the X-axis by linear motor direct synchronous drive with European linear 

motor eliminates belts and couplings to increase responsiveness during high speed movement 
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- the acceleration can reach maximum force of 0.5g 
- the Y-axis saddle move along the cross beam uses roller linear guide ways for high rigidity 

carriage support with linear motor direct drive for high responsiveness and high precision 
machining 

 

 
 

- the Z-axis up and down movement from the cross beam uses two roller linear guide ways with 
three carriages each and is driven by a dual ball screw system to achieve high speed response 
with high accuracy to prevent uneven stress and thermal deformation and shift phenomenon 
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HEAT FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM 
- spindle temperature control: the cooler to chill the spindle outer ring eliminates spindle 

accuracy error due to temperature changes and increases spindle life 
- axis temperature control: the choice of high precision cooler to keep the movement of the 

motor axis temperature control which contains moving the X/Y axis linear motor and A/C axis 
direct drive cooling system for high precision and improved service life of the torque motors 

- the electrical cabinet is located on the right side of the column with its own temperature 
control system 
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TCH-L13 (EVO) TWO AXIS MILLING HEAD + HSK-A63 24,000 RPM SPINDLE FOR MACHINE OPTION “A” 
- side type small size for less interference 
- A/C axes use torque motor direct drives with high speed, high torque 
- the elimination of traditional wear parts such as worm and worm gears, belts etc. eliminates 

back lash and wear ‘n tear for long lasting accuracy and reliability 
- the longer spindle extension of 172mm is suitable for deep cavity milling and reduces the 

interference range 
- maximum spindle speed of 24,000 rpm optimizes the use of smaller diameter cutting tools 

 

 
A/C-AXES 

- high speed 50 rpm 
- high torque A-axis: 312Nm / C-axis: 447Nm 
- A-axis angle range ±105° 
- brake torque 2000Nm 
- easy to maintain 
- gearless direct drive without wear ‘n tear for permanent accuracy 
- includes cooling function 

 
C-AXIS: 

- C-axis with the cylindrical design and screw for fixed angle of the milling head. The top of the 
fixed wiring terminal box links the power line and the detection system. 

- Equipped with torque motor drive with axial and radial bearings to ensure its accuracy and 
rigidity. 

- With European imported high resolution/high precision encoder for high resolution/high 
precision accuracy. 
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A-AXIS: 
- Orthogonal 90° design with single side torque motor driven built-in motor spindle power. 

Hydraulic disc brake system tightly locks the axis rotation for demanding cutting in any 
position. 

- With European imported high resolution/high precision encoder (measuring resolution: 
0.0001°) for high resolution/high precision accuracy. 

- The 172mm spindle nose extension performs deep cavity machining and keeps high rigidity 
while reducing vibration which is suitable for plastic injection mold machining. 

 
A/C AXIS TORQUE MOTOR DRIVE 

 
 

BEARINGS 
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C/A AXIS SPECIFICATIONS 

Milling Head C-axis A-axis 
rotation speed 50 rpm 
maximum motor swivel torque 447Nm 312Nm 
braking torque 2000Nm 
head swing range ±250° ±105° 
positioning accuracy ±3 arc.sec. 

 
SPINDLE TORQUE + POWER RANGE 

1) HSK-A63 / 24,000 rpm / 28kW (S1-100%) / 39Nm (S1-100%) 
2) Machine with a spindle temperature control cooling system can continuously work 24 

hours at the highest speed. 
3) Spindle dynamic balancing should be consistent ISO1940 2.5G standard. 
4) Bearing lubrication grease type. 

 
maximum spindle power (S6 - 40%) 33kW 
maximum spindle speed 24000 rpm 
maximum torque output (S6 - 40%) 56Nm at 6800 rpm 
broach force hydraulic piston 
spindle lubrication oil mist lubrication 
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TCH-L19 TWO AXIS MILLING HEAD + HSK-A63 24,000 RPM SPINDLE FOR MACHINE OPTION “B” 
- fork type modular design for easy maintenance and disassembling 
- A/C axes use torque motor direct drives with high speed, high torque 
- the elimination of traditional wear parts such as worm and worm gears, belts etc. eliminates 

back lash and wear ‘n tear for long lasting accuracy and reliability 
- high rigidity roller bearing support achieves excellent rigidity and accuracy for A/C axes 
- hydraulic disc brake system with tightly locked rotation axis for any position milling 
- the longer spindle extension of 148mm is suitable for deep cavity milling and reduces the 

interference range 
- high resolution high precision encoders for the A and C axes 
- maximum spindle speed of 24,000 rpm optimizes the use of smaller diameter cutting tools 

 

 
A/C-AXES 

- high speed 50 rpm 
- high torque 1400Nm 
- brake torque 4000Nm 
- easy to maintain 
- gearless direct drive without wear ‘n tear for permanent accuracy 
- angle encoders assure absolute accuracy 
- includes cooling function 

 
A/C-AXES SPECIFICATIONS 
 

Milling Head C-axis A-axis 
rotation speed 50 rpm 
maximum motor swivel torque 1100Nm 900Nm 
braking torque 4000Nm 
head swing range +/- 240° +/- 100° 
positioning accuracy +/- 3 arc.sec. 
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SPINDLE TORQUE + POWER RANGE 

5) HSK-A63 / 24,000 rpm / 42kW (S1-100%) / 67Nm (S1-100%) 
6) Machine with a spindle temperature control cooling system can continuously work 24 

hours at the highest speed. 
7) Spindle dynamic balancing should be consistent ISO1940 2.5G standard. 
8) Bearing lubrication grease type. 

 
maximum spindle power (S6 - 40%) 55kW 
maximum spindle speed 24000 rpm 
maximum torque output (S6 - 40%) 87Nm at 6000 rpm 
broach force hydraulic piston 
spindle lubrication oil mist lubrication 
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SAFETY AND USER FRIENDLY DESIGN 
- floor type sliding door provides complete protection and keeps a clean working environment 
- floor type coolant tank with around the body design of the high wall provides a reasonable 

low cost water cut flow path and machine foot print 
- “M” instruction effective and close control functions directly in the tool cutting fluid and air 

distribution - the high lubricity coefficient lubrication can be greatly reduced in the milling 
process to remove material adhered with the general wear which may provide the following 
advantages: 
• avoid emulsifier 
• continuous cooling of the tool and work piece 
• high milling capacity and longer tool life 
• better machined surface 
• smaller machining range of the coolant spray 
• healthier work environment with the use of plant based lubricants for fewer pollution 

problems 
• water tank for air and fluid coolant management 
• airflow electric valve controlled by the operator button panel 

 
COVERAGE AND PROTECTION 
Machine sliding and moving components with X, Y, Z axis coverage (concertina covers) for effective 
protection against coolant and cutting chips. 
 
CONTROL PANEL 
Machine in front of the control panel and electronic hand wheel all have emergency power-off buttons 
to ensure the safety of the operating personnel. 
 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 
The electrical control box is located on the right side of the steering column with the temperature 
control system containing the power supply, voltage transformers, switches and servo drive control. The 
electrical box door is equipped with a safety switch on the device to avoid the main power being turned 
off when the door is open. 
 
POWER SUPPLY 
400V (+/- 5%), 130kVa, 3 phase, 50/60Hz (+/- 1%) 
 
BLUM LASER TOOL MEASURING SYSTEM 

- all tools can be measured at actual rpm 
- tool length and diameter measurement can be done without prior input of 

approximate tool size 
- tool breakage monitoring / detection 
- temperature compensation of the machining centre – a great feature for 

thermal drift compensation of the machine axes 
- run-out monitoring to prevent run-out error caused by chips entering the 

spindle during tool change 
- tool wear monitoring for long duration work piece machining 
- laser with focused bean provides the highest precision 
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BLUM PROBE FOR WORK PIECE MEASURING 
- high speed measuring with maximum acceleration of 5m/sec2 and feed rate 

up to 3m/minute to increase productivity 
- precise non-lobing characteristics touching 
- robust design with protection class of IP68, special coating of mechanical 

parts, eliminates false trigger signals during rapid machine movement 
- no-wear opto-electronic signal generation guarantees precise trigger contacts 

and forces in all directions 
 
 
 
GPS (GLOBAL PROGRAM SETTINGS) HAND WHEEL FUNCTION  

1. Executable 3 + 2-axis normal to the direction of the handwheel interpolation function.  
2. The Global program settings are not related to interpolation turning.  
3. The GPS are used in particular for large molds and dies and are available in the Program Run 

mode and MDI mode.  
4. You can use them to define various coordinate transformations and settings that are globally 

effective and are superimposed on the respectively selected NC program so that you do not 
need to edit the NC program.  

5. You can activate and deactivate global program settings, even in mid-program if you have 
interrupted the program run.  

6. The TNC immediately accounts for the values you have defined after you have restarted the NC 
program.  

7. The control might move to the new position over the re approach menu.  
8. For example, you can use the manual wheel to approach a nominal value instead of a single axis 

movement.  
9. That is most beneficial for die-mold applications.  
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AUTOMATIC KINEMATICS COMPENSATION SYSTEM 
Measurement compensation on machine to correct 5-axis accuracy. 
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PRICING 
 
MACHINE OPTION “A” 
KEN FOCUS 5-2022 5-AXIS MACHINING CENTRE  
WITH TCH-L13 (EVO) SIDE TYPE MILLING HEAD:   US $ 760,000 
 
MACHINE OPTION “B” 
KEN FOCUS 5-2022 5-AXIS MACHINING CENTRE  
WITH TCH-19 (HSK-A63)S FORK TYPE MILLING HEAD:  US $ 795,000 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
The pricing 
Pricing shown is in US funds. 
The above pricing is F.O.B. Masteel in Oakville, Ontario. 
Applicable taxes are extra. 
CSA approval is included in the pricing. 
 
The payment terms  
30% with order, 60% before pick-up, 10% 30 days after delivery. 
 
Warranty 
Machine: one (1) year. 
Control: two (2) years. 
 
Delivery 
To be confirmed at the time of purchase. 
 
*CUSTOMER’S RESPONSIBILITY 
- Pick-up the machine at Masteel in Oakville, Ontario. 
- Off load the machine from the truck at the customer’s site. 
- Provide all lifting equipment to move the machine into place for assembly. 
- Provide a single concrete slab level foundation per the machine foundation requirements. 
- Provide power to the machine by a certified electrician. 
- Provide hydraulic + way lube oil plus coolant fluid for the machine. 
 

*MASTEEL’S RESPONSIBILITY 
- Assemble / level the machine on the customer’s shop floor and anchor the machine to the 

customer supplied foundation.  
- Complete the machine installation and accuracy test.  
- One day of basic machine operator training.   

 
Pre-Start Health and Safety Review (PHSR) is the responsibility of the customer and is not included in the 
above pricing. 
 
This proposal is valid for thirty (30) days. 
 
We look forward to working with you on this project. 
 
Sincerely, 
MASTEEL AMERICA CORPORATION 
 
Ron Nater 
Manager, Eastern Canada 
phone: 647.270.4434 
email: ron@masteels.com 
website: www.ronnater.ca 


